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Abstract. A key challenge in software product line engineering is to rep-
resent solution space variability in an economic, yet easily understand-
able fashion. We introduce the notion of hierarchical variability models
to describe families of products in a manner that facilitates their modular
design and analysis. In this model, a family is represented by a common
set of artifacts and a set of variation points with associated variants.
A variant is again a hierarchical variability model, leading to a hierar-
chical structure. These models, however, are not unique with respect to
the families they define. We therefore propose a quantitative measure on
hierarchical variability models that expresses the degree to which a vari-
ability model captures commonality and variability in a family. Further,
by imposing well-formedness constraints, we identify a class of variabil-
ity models that, by construction, have maximal measure and are unique
for the families they define. For this class of simple families, we pro-
vide a procedure that reconstructs their hierarchical variability model.
The reconstructed model can be used to drive various static analyses
by divide-and-conquer reasoning. Hierarchical variability models strike a
balance between the formalism’s expressiveness and the desirable prop-
erty of model uniqueness. We illustrate the approach by a small product
line of Java classes.

1 Introduction

System diversity is prevalent in modern software systems. Systems simultane-
ously exist in many different variants in order to comply with different require-
ments. Software product line engineering [17] aims at developing a family of
system variants by managed reuse in order to decrease time to market and to
improve quality. The variability of the different products in a software product
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line can be represented at different levels [7]. Problem space variability describes
product variation in terms of features where a feature is a user-visible product
characteristic. The set of valid feature configurations defines the set of possible
products. However, features do not relate to the actual artifacts that are used
to realize the products.

Problem-space variability, based on features, is at the requirements level,
while solution space variability is at the design and implementation level. Solution-
space variability describes product variation in terms of shared artifacts that are
used to build the actual products of the product line. In this paper, we capture
solution space variability in terms of variable artifact implementations for fixed
artifact names. This means that in different product variants an artifact with the
same name can be realized with different implementations. An artifact in this
context can be a component at a suitable level of granularity, such as a method,
a class, or a module. Then, the artifact name would be the method signature (in-
cluding the method name), interface signature or module signature, respectively,
while the artifact implementation would be the method body, interface imple-
mentation, or the module realization. In [19] we used the finest of these levels,
i.e., method signatures and method bodies, while in Section 4 we show another
interpretation, where artifact names are types and artifact implementations are
classes, interfaces or types implementing the former type.

In order to describe the relationship of the artifact names to the artifact
implementations in the product variants, we introduce hierarchical variability
models. Hierarchical variability models represent, in a hierarchical manner, the
artifact implementations that are common to all products and the variations in
the artifact implementations that can occur between different products. On each
hierarchical level, there is a common set of artifact implementations that repre-
sent parts shared by all products, while variation points represent parts that can
vary from product to product. Every variation point is associated with a set of
variants that represent choices for realizing the variation point in different ways.
A variant is itself represented by a hierarchical variability model, introducing a
new level of hierarchy. A product described by a hierarchical variability model
is obtained by selecting a variant at every variation point.

Hierarchical variability models support modular design (as we show in [11])
and divide-and-conquer reasoning for product lines, such as the formal verifica-
tion of critical requirements of all products of a family (as we illustrate in [19] in
the context of temporal safety properties). In general, given a concrete program
analysis, factoring out common implementations naturally reduces redundancy
in the analysis. At variants with more than one variation point, the analysis
problem is decomposed into simpler subproblems (since they expose orthogonal-
ity), while at variation points with more than one variant, the same problem
is solved independently as a case analysis (since they don’t share implementa-
tions). Thus, an SHVM can be seen as a (divide-and-conquer style) scheme for
decomposing and splitting an analysis over a family.

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical variability model that is simple
in the sense that it requires the choice of exactly one variant for every varia-
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tion point, and does not specify any constraints between choices made at dif-
ferent variation points. Figure 1 shows a simple hierarchical variability model
for a cash desk system, depicted as a tree with a root node marked CashDesk.
Common to all cash desk systems are the following artifact implementations:
saleProcessCashDesk for handling the sale process, and two implementations called
writeReceiptCashDesk and updateStockCashDesk responsible for the corresponding
tasks. The notational convention is that an artifact implementation is an arti-
fact name (e.g., saleProcess) with an index (e.g., CashDesk).

At the first level of hierarchy, a cash desk can vary in two uncorrelated (i.e.,
orthogonal) aspects. First, there are two methods to input data about merchan-
dise payed for at the cash desk: by keyboard or using a scanner. Second, there
are two ways to pay, either in cash or by card. Thus, on the first level, the hierar-
chical variability model in the figure has two variation points: InputMethods and
PaymentMethods. Each variation point has associated variants which capture
one particular way of realizing the variation point. Variation point InputMeth-
ods has two variants, Keyboard and Scanner, each with an implementation of
the corresponding input method. Variation point PaymentMethods also has two
variants: Cash and Card for the two forms of payment. Both variants provide an
artifact named slot for inserting the means of payment and pay for the actual
payment process with different implementations. slot has one implementation
in each variant, whereas pay has one implementation for cash and three variant
implementations for card, corresponding to three different types of card.

{ saleProcessCashDesk,
writeReceiptCashDesk,
updateStockCashDesk }

{inputKeyboard}

{inputScanner}

{slotCash, payCash}
{slotCard} {payCredit}

{payDebit}

{payPrePaid}

CashDesk

Keyboard

Scanner

Cash

Card

PrePaid

Debit

Credit

InputMethods

PaymentMethods

CardTypes

Legend: root of SHVM; variation point.

Fig. 1. The CashDesk hierarchical variability model (drawn sideways).
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Simple hierarchical variability models are in general not unique with respect
to the product families they define. For instance, a trivial hierarchical variability
model for the family defined by the hierarchical variability model in Figure 1, is
the one which has no common artifact implementations, but only one variation
point with variants for every product of the family. This model defines the same
family, but contains the same artifact implementations several times in different
variants. The intention of a hierarchical variability model is that, on each level
of hierarchy, common sets of artifact implementations are factored out, while
uncorrelated (or orthogonal) sets of artifact implementations are delegated to
different variation points. To provide a measure for the quality of hierarchical
variability models for defining a family in an economical way, we define the sep-
aration degree of a model (Definition 6) as the ratio between the total number
of artifact implementations from which products are constructed and the total
number of artifact implementation occurrences in the common sets of the model.
Thus, high-quality models capture repetitions across products in a family with-
out repetition in the model. The maximal possible separation degree of one is
reached in models where every artifact implementation occurs in exactly one
common set.

In order to reason formally about hierarchical variability models, we provide
these with a formal semantics in terms of the products that can be generated
by variant selection. We define well-formedness constraints on hierarchical vari-
ability models, under which the separation degree of the model is equal to one
by construction. We term the class of families generated by well-formed variabil-
ity models simple families, and define this class in a model-independent fashion.
We present a transformation from simple families to hierarchical variability mod-
els that (re)constructs the unique well-formed model that generates the family.
Uniqueness is established by showing that the two transformations—from well-
formed models to simple families and vice versa—are inverses of each other. For
practical purposes, the latter transformation can be used for variability model
mining from a given family of products. Simple hierarchical variability mod-
els strike a balance between simplicity of the modeling formalism—no bindings
and being grammar-like—and the desirable property of uniqueness. With a more
expressive modeling formalism uniqueness is not achievable.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to provide a formal seman-
tics for hierarchical variability models in the solution space, and to characterize
a class of variability models through the class of generated product families. Pre-
vious work has been informal, as for instance the Koala component model [21],
hierarchical variability modeling for software architectures [11], or plastic partial
components [16]. Our work is also the first to provide a technique for constructing
a hierarchical solution space variability model from a given family. Due to their
conceptual simplicity, our formalism and its characterization provide a suitable
starting point for the study and comparison of different product line models,
such as variability models with optional or multiple variant selections, or with
requires/excludes constraints between variants. For such models, uniqueness of
the representation may not be guaranteed.
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Our main contributions are thus:

(i) A formal definition of simple families as families that can be formed from
artifact implementations by using a set of base operations on families (Sec-
tion 2.1).

(ii) A definition of simple hierarchical variability models, together with a quality
measure called separation degree and a set of well-formedness constraints
yielding (by construction) models with maximal measure (Section 2.2).

(iii) A formal semantics for hierarchical variability models in terms of family
generation, and a proof that, for every well-formed variability model, the
generated family is simple (Section 3.1).

(iv) A procedure to construct hierarchical variability models from simple fami-
lies that produces well-formed models (Section 3.2).

(v) A characterization result stating that, for well-formed hierarchical variabil-
ity models and simple families, family generation and hierarchical variability
model construction are inverses of each other, thus implying correctness of
model construction and uniqueness of well-formed models with respect to
the families they generate (Section 3.3).

In Section 4 we illustrate the application of our technique for variablity model
mining on a small product line of Java classes for a simple data structure, where
the automatically extracted hierarchical model allows to capture the various
implemented ways of representing and outputting the data structure. We dis-
cuss related work in Section 5, and conclude in Section 6 with conclusions and
directions for future work.

2 Families and Variability Models

In this section, we present product families as a semantic domain for our hier-
archical variability model. The model is presented in the following subsection.

2.1 Families

We consider products realized by a set of artifact implementations for a given
set of artifact names. An artifact can be thought of as, e.g., a component or a
method. We fix a countably infinite set of artifact names Art .

Definition 1 (Product, family). An artifact implementation is an indexed
artifact name; let ai denote the i-th implementation of artifact name a. A prod-
uct P is a finite set of artifact implementations, where for each axrtifact name
there is at most one implementation. A family F is a finite non-empty set of
products.

Thus, products can be seen as partial maps from artifact names to natural
numbers, having a finite domain; we use NatArt to denote the set of all products
over Art . We refer to singleton set families as core families, or simply cores. The
family consisting of the empty product is denoted 1F .
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Example 1. Here are some families that are used later to illustrate various no-
tions.

FA =
{
{a1, b1, c1, d1, e1} , {a1, b1, c1, d1, e2} , {a1, b1, c2, d2, e1} ,
{a1, b1, c2, d2, e2} , {a1, b1, c2, d3, e1} , {a1, b1, c2, d3, e2}

}
FB =

{
{a1, b1} , {a1, b2} , {a2, b1}

}
Next, we define two mappings for identifying the artifact names and artifact

implementations that occur in a family.

Definition 2 (Family names and implementations). The mapping names (F)
from families to sets of artifact names and the mapping impls(F) from families
to sets of artifact implementations are defined as follows, where a1, . . . , an ∈ Art
and i1, . . . , in ∈ Nat:

names (F)
def
=
⋃

P∈F names (P )

where names
(
{a1i1 , . . . , a

n
in}
) def

= {a1, . . . , an}

impls(F)
def
=
⋃

P∈F impls(P )

where impls({a1i1 , . . . , a
n
in})

def
= {a1i1 , . . . , a

n
in}

In this definition we abuse notation by also defining mappings with the same
names from products to the same co-domains.

We use two binary operations on families, the usual set union operation ∪
and the product union operation on over families with disjoint sets of artifact
names defined by:

F1 on F2
def
= {P1 ∪ P2 |P1 ∈ F1 ∧ P2 ∈ F2}

and generalized through
∏

i∈I Fi to non-empty sets of families. Intuitively, the
product union of two families is the family having as products all posible com-
binations of products of the original families. Both operations are commutative
and associative.

We now define a distinct class of families that we later relate to a specific
class of hierarchical variability models. The class of families contains all single-
product families consisting of a single artifact implementation, and is closed
under product union of families over disjoint sets of artifact names, and un-
der union of families over the same set of artifact names, but having disjoint
implementations.

Definition 3 (Simple family). The class F of simple families is the least set
of families closed under the formation rules:

(F1)
{
{ai}

}
∈ F for any a ∈ Art and i ∈ Nat.

(F2) F1 on F2 ∈ F for any F1,F2 ∈ F such that names (F1) ∩ names (F2) = ∅.
(F3) F1 ∪ F2 ∈ F for any F1,F2 ∈ F such that names (F1) = names (F2) and

impls(F1) ∩ impls(F2) = ∅.
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Example 2. The family
{
{a1, b1} , {a1, b2}

}
is simple, as it can be presented as{

{a1}
}
on (
{
{b1}

}
∪
{
{b2}

}
) which follows the above formation rules. Family FA

of Example 1 is also simple (as we shall see later in Example 6), while family FB

of Example 1 is not: there is no way of building this family with the above
formation rules.

Simplicity of families expresses that different functionalities in a product line are
always orthogonal, and that alternative realizations of the same functionality
have always disjoint implementations. These assumptions are rather heavy and
may not always hold in practice. But only under such severe constraints can one
hope for such a (strong) uniqueness result as the one obtained later (Section 2.1).

To characterize the applicability of the formation rules, we introduce the
concept of correlation between artifact names as a restriction on the possible
combinations of their implementations. If two artifact names are correlated, then
not all possible combinations of artifact implementations occur in the family
which means that the artifact implementations depend on each other.

More formally, two distinct artifact names a, b ∈ names (F) are correlated in
a family F , denoted a CF b, if there are implementations ai, bj ∈ impls(F) such
that no product in F contains both implementations simultaneously. Otherwise,
names a and b are termed uncorrelated or orthogonal. The correlation relation CF
on names (F) is symmetric, and hence, its reflexive and transitive closure C∗F is
an equivalence relation. As usual, we denote the partitioning induced by C∗F on
names (F) by names (F) /C∗F (quotient set).

Example 3. Consider family FA of Example 1. The only two correlated names
are c and d, evidenced by the lack of a product containing, for instance, c1 and d2.
Thus, we have names (FA) /C∗FA

= {{a}, {b}, {c, d}, {e}}.

Correlation (and orthogonality) extends naturally to products in a family: Prod-
ucts P and P ′ are correlated in F if some artifact name occurring in P is cor-
related to some artifact name occurring in P ′. Similarly, we define the sharing

relation NF on F as P1NF P2
def⇔ P1∩P2 6= ∅, and use its reflexive and transitive

closure N∗F to partition the family F .
The following result provides sufficient conditions for the applicability of the

three formation rules for simple families. The proof of this proposition, as all
other proofs can be found in the Appendix. As usual, A denotes the complement
of set A.

Proposition 1. Let family F be simple. The following holds.

(i) Let ai ∈ impls(F), and let F ′ be the projection of F on names (F) \ {a}.
ai occurs in all products of F , i.e., ai ∈

⋂
P∈F P , iff F =

{
{ai}

}
on F ′.

Then either F ′ = 1F and thus rule (F1) applies, or else F ′ is simple and
rule (F2) applies.

(ii) Let {A1, A2} be a non-trivial partitioning of names (F), and let F1 and F2

be the projections of F on A1 and A2, respectively. Every name in A1 is
orthogonal to every name in A2 in F , i.e., A1×A2 ⊆ CF , iff F = F1 on F2

and F1 and F2 are simple. Formation rule (F2) applies in this case.
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(iii) Let {F1,F2} be a non-trivial partitioning of F . No product of F1 shares
an artifact implementation with any product of F2, i.e., F1 ×F2 ⊆ NF , iff
F = F1 ∪ F2 and F1 and F2 are simple. Formation rule (F3) applies in
this case.

The following important property of simple families follows from the above
result: If a simple family F can be formed by formation rule (F2) with some
suitable F1 and F2 satisfying the rule’s condition, then it cannot be formed by
formation rule (F3), and vice versa. Thus, when restricted to simple families,
the two operations on families do not distribute over each other. This entails
that simple families have unique formation trees modulo commutativity and
associativity of the two operations associated with the rules.

2.2 Variability Models

In order to represent solution space variability of families in terms of shared
artifact implementations, we consider simple hierarchical variability models.

Definition 4 (Simple hierarchical variability model). A simple hierarchi-
cal variability model (SHVM) S is inductively defined as:

(i) a (possibly empty) common set of artifact implementations MC , or

(ii) a pair (MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn}) where MC is defined as above and the set
{VP1, . . . ,VPn} of variation points is non-empty. A variation point VP i =
{Si,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}, where ki ≥ 2, is a set of (at least two) SHVMs called
variants.

We sometimes refer to an SHVM simply as a variability model. An SHVM with
only a common set of artifact implementations is called ground model. An SHVM
generates a family F through all possible ways of resolving the variabilities of
the SHVM. This process recursively selects exactly one variant for each variation
point. We defer a formal definition of such a semantics for SHVMs to Section 3.1.
Variability models can be naturally depicted as trees, where leaves are common
sets of artifact implementations, and internal nodes are the roots of SHVMs or
variation points.

Example 4. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show four variability models named SA1, SA2,
SB1, and SB2. In these figures, (sub)trees showing variability models are rooted
with boxes, and subtrees showing variation points are rooted with diamonds.

In analogy with Definition 2, we define two mappings for identifying the
artifact names and artifact implementations that occur in SHVMs.

Definition 5 (SHVM names and implementations). The mapping names (S)
from SHVMs to sets of artifact names and the mapping impls(S) from SHVMs
to sets of artifact implementations are defined as follows, where a1, . . . , an ∈ Art
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{}

{a1, b1,
c1, d1, e1}

{a1, b1,
c1, d1, e2}

{a1, b1,
c2, d2, e1}

{a1, b1,
c2, d2, e2}

{a1, b1,
c2, d3, e1}

{a1, b1,
c2, d3, e2}

SA1

{a1, b1}

{c1, d1} {c2}

{d2} {d3}

{e1} {e2}

SA2

Fig. 2. SHVMs SA1 and SA2 for the family FA in Example 1.

{a1, b2}

{a1} {a2}

{b1}

SB1

{a1}

{b1} {b2}

{a2, b1}

SB2

Fig. 3. SHVMs SB1 and SB2 for the family FB in Example 1.
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and i1, . . . , in ∈ Nat:

names
(
{a1i1 , . . . , a

n
in}
) def

= {a1, . . . , an}

names ((Mc, {VP1, . . . ,VPn}))
def
= names (MC) ∪

⋃
1≤i≤n names (VP i)

where names (VP)
def
=
⋃
S∈VP names (S)

impls({a1i1 , . . . , a
n
in})

def
= {a1i1 , . . . , a

n
in}

impls((Mc, {VP1, . . . ,VPn}))
def
= impls(MC) ∪

⋃
1≤i≤n impls(VP i)

where impls(VP)
def
=
⋃
S∈VP impls(S)

Again we abuse notation by also defining mappings with the same names from
variation points to the same co-domains.

Next, we define a measure of the degree of separation in a variability model,
as the proportion between the number of artifact implementations of a variability
model and the total size of the leaves of the SHVM tree. The separation degree
is, thus, a number in the interval 〈0, 1], and captures the degree to which the
commonalities and orthogonalities of products are factored out as common sets
and variation points in a variability model, respectively: the higher this degree,
the less artifact implementations occur repeatedly in more than one leaf. The
maximal value of 1 holds when every artifact implementation occurs in exactly
one leaf; this is trivially the case for ground models.

Definition 6 (Separation degree). The separation degree sd(S) of a vari-
ability model S is defined as:

sd({}) def
= 1

sd(S)
def
=
|impls(S)|

sd ′(S)
if S 6= {}

where sd ′(S) is inductively defined as follows:

sd ′(MC)
def
= |MC |

sd ′((MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn}))
def
= sd ′(MC) +Σ1≤i≤nsd ′(VP i)

where sd ′(VP)
def
= ΣS∈VPsd ′(S)

As usual |S| denotes the cardinality of set S.
Intuitively this definition captures the extent to which orthogonal artifact

implementations are delegated to separate variation points, and the extent to
which disjointness of artifact implementations is delegated to separate variants.
Since this is the original intention of variation points and variants in our model,
separation degree is an obvious quality measure indicating how well the model
is used for the purpose of hierarchically representing a software family (that is,
a set of products).
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The following definition provides a set of well-formedness constraints on
SHVMs. The separation degree of variability models satisfying these constraints
is always one as we show in Proposition 2.

Definition 7 (Well-formed variability model). A ground variability model
S = MC is well-formed if constraint (S1) below is satisfied. A variability model
S = (MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn}) with variation points VP i = {Si,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki} is
well-formed if all variants Si,j are well-formed, and furthermore, the following
constraints are satisfied:

(S1) MC implements artifact names at most once.
(S2) names (MC) ∩ names (VP i) = ∅ for all i, and

names (VP i1) ∩ names (VP i2) = ∅ whenever i1 6= i2.
(S3) names (Si,j1) = names (Si,j2) for all i, j1, j2, and

impls(Si,j1) ∩ impls(Si,j2) = ∅ whenever j1 6= j2.

Example 5. Consider the SHVMs SA1 and SA2 depicted in Figure 2. SA1 is not
well-formed whereas SA2 is. The separation degrees are sd(SA1) = 9

6·5 = 0.3 and
sd(SA2) = 9

9 = 1. Figure 3 depicts another two SHVMs, SB1 and SB2. Neither
of these are well-formed and both have separation degree 4

5 = 0.8.

The constraints in Definition 6 ensure that the separation degree of a well-
formed SHVM is equal to one, and is thus maximal.

Proposition 2. If variability model S is well-formed then sd(S) = 1.

Note that the converse of Proposition 2 does not hold in general: The vari-
ability model MC = {a1, a2} has separation degree 1, but well-formedness con-
straint (S1) is not satisfied.

3 Relating Families and Variability Models

In this section, we present translations between well-formed variability models
and simple families, and show that they are inverses of each other. In particu-
lar, this entails that the translation from simple families to variability models
produces the unique well-formed model generating the respective family, thus
giving a procedure for constructing a variability model from a given family.

3.1 From Variability Models to Families

The set of products generated by a ground model is the singleton set comprising
the set of common artifact implementations (and, thus, representing one prod-
uct). The set of products generated by a variation point is the union of the
product sets generated by its variants. Finally, the set of products generated by
an SHVM with a non-empty set of variation points is the set of all products
consisting of the common artifact implementations and of exactly one product
from the set generated by each variation point.
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Definition 8 (Family generation). The mapping family(S) from variability
models to families is inductively defined as follows:

family(MC)
def
= {MC}

family((MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn}))
def
= {MC} on

∏
1≤i≤n family(VP i)

where family(VP)
def
=
⋃
S∈VP family(S)

We say that variability model S generates family family(S).

Here we again abuse notation by also defining a mapping with the same name
from variation points to the same co-domain. Family generation is well-defined
in the sense that well-formed variability models generate simple families.

Proposition 3. If variability model S is well-formed, then family(S) is simple.

Example 6. SHVMs SA1 and SA2 in Figure 2 both generate family FA in Ex-
ample 1, implying that family FA is simple since SA2 is well-formed. SHVMs
SB1 and SB2 in Figure 2 both generate family FB in Example 1. Of these four,
SA2, SB1 and SB2 have maximal separation degree in the sense that, for each
of the families FA and FB , no other SHVMs for the same family have higher
separation degree.

3.2 From Families to Variability Models

We now present a reverse transformation from simple families to well-formed
variability models. Recall that simple families have unique formation trees mod-
ulo commutativity and associativity of the two operations. Well-formed SHVMs
can thus be seen as a uniform way of grouping the formation terms. Every fam-
ily F can be decomposed into the form:

F = {P} on FV , FV =
∏

1≤i≤n Fi, Fi =
⋃

1≤j≤ki
Fi,j

where P is a product, or equivalently, as a single equation:

F = {P} on
∏

1≤i≤n
⋃

1≤j≤ki
Fi,j (∗)

The existence of the decomposition is ensured since every family F can be
trivially decomposed as {∅} on

∏⋃
F , i.e., with product P being empty and

n = k1 = 1. Decomposition (∗) is only unique under additional constraints,
under which the decomposition is called canonical.

Definition 9 (Canonical form). A family F , decomposed as equation (∗)
above, is in canonical form if the following conditions hold:

(C1) The product P is the set of artifact implementations that are common to
all products in F .
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(C2) The set of artifact names in FV has n equivalence classes w.r.t. correlated
artifact names C∗FV

, and for the i-th equivalence class, the family Fi is the
projection of FV onto the artifact names of the class.

(C3) For all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Fi,j are the ki equivalence classes of Fi w.r.t. imple-
mentation sharing N∗Fi

.

A consequence of the following proposition is that definitions and proofs may
exploit the canonical form to proceed by induction on the size of simple families.

Proposition 4. If F is a simple non-core family in canonical form then for
all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ki ≥ 2 and all Fi,j are simple and of strictly smaller size
than F .

The decomposition into canonical form is clearly unique for a simple family, and
exposes one level of hierarchy. Thus, by iterative application of the decomposi-
tion, we obtain a mapping from families to hierarchical variability models.

Definition 10 (Variability model generation). The mapping shvm(F) from
simple families presented in canonical form to variability models is inductively
defined as follows:

shvm({MC})
def
= MC

shvm
(
{MC} on

∏
1≤i≤n

⋃
1≤j≤ki

Fi,j

) def
= (MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn})

where VP i
def
= {shvm(Fi,j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}

We say that family F generates variability model shvm(F).

Proposition 4 guarantees that the above definition is well-defined, in the sense
that shvm(F) is indeed an SHVM. Furthermore, as the next result shows, the
variability model is well-formed.

Proposition 5. If family F is simple, then shvm(F) is well-formed.

Example 7. Consider the family FA from Example 1.

– In the first step of the decomposition of FA into canonical form we obtain
the common set P = {a1, b1} and the family FV = {{c1, d1, e1} , {c1, d1, e2} ,
{c2, d2, e1} , {c2, d2, e2} ,
{c2, d3, e1} , {c2, d3, e2}}.

– In the next step, we analyze FV to find that only artifact names c and d are
correlated. Projecting FV onto the two resulting equivalence classes {c, d}
and {e} we obtain the two variation points F1 = {{c1, d1} , {c2, d2} , {c2, d3}}
and F2 = {{e1} , {e2}}.

– In the third step, we analyze F1 and see that two products share the artifact
implementation c2, which gives us the variants F1,1 = {{c1, d1}} and F1,2 =
{{c2, d2} , {c2, d3}}, and then analyze F2 to obtain the variants F2,1 = {{e1}}
and F2,2 = {{e2}}.
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Only F1,2 is not a ground model. Applying the above steps decomposes it into a
common set {c2} and a single variation point with two variants consisting of the
common sets {d2} and {d3}. It is easy to see that shvm(FA) is the variability
model SA2 in Figure 2.

3.3 Characterization Results

Our first result establishes correctness of model extraction.

Lemma 1. For every simple family F we have:

family(shvm(F)) = F

The second result establishes uniqueness of well-formed models w.r.t. the gener-
ated (simple) family.

Lemma 2. For every well-formed variability model S we have:

shvm(family(S)) = S

An immediate consequence of the above two lemmata is our main characteriza-
tion result, which essentially states that the two transformations relating vari-
ability models and families are inverses of each other.

Theorem 1 (Characterization Theorem). For every simple family F and
every well-formed variability model S we have:

family(S) = F ⇐⇒ shvm(F) = S

4 Application

In this section, we show how to apply our theory to families consisting of products
of program code. We explain how to obtain an SHVM from a set of products,
and what insights one can gain from the derived model. Our running example
(Section 4.1) is a simple product family written in Java, but the application of
our theory is not restricted to particular programming languages or paradigms.

4.1 Example product line: Storing and processing collections

The example family consists of six products, where each product is a Java class.
The code for all products appears in Figure 4.4 The six products—named PX1,
PX2, PY1, PY2, PZ1, and PZ2 after the respective class—have the following com-
monalities: They all store a collection of values of the custom type Elem, have
a method for setting this state to some value, a method process(), and last a
method compute() which returns some subclass of Number. The products have

4 We have omitted the following: import declarations, definition of custom type Elem,
and repeated or irrelevant code.
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the following differences: The type of the state is either List or Set, both subin-
terfaces of java.util.Collection. In the case of List, method compute()

returns a Double, and in the case of Set, it returns either a Byte or an Integer.
Furthermore, method process() either prints out the state one element at a
time using a method on class System, or it produces a String from the elements
and returns it.

4.2 From code to artifacts

Before we can construct an SHVM, we need a scheme to obtain a set of products,
that is, products in the sense of Definition 1. Thus, we must identify artifacts in
the product code. An artifact name in the program code is a construct that may
occur several times, but with different realizations when are then the artifact
implementations. Deciding how to identify artifacts in the code means deter-
mining what are the important parts of the code for the variability model of
the product line. In general, this can be done in many ways. Here, we give one
possible example.

For this example, we consider an artifact to be a pair of Java types, one
being the name of the type and one being its implementation. For two Java
types to form an artifact, they must be connected as shown in Table 1. The

Art. name Art. impl. Connection Notation

interface I class C C implements I IC
interface I interface J J subinterface of I IJ
class C class D D subclass of C CD

type T type T (by convention) TT

Table 1. Scheme for obtaining artifacts from Java code.

types that form artifacts in our example are underlined in Figure 4. (Class
java.lang.Object and interface Collection do not occur in the figure, but
are also used.) These are some artifacts identified in the example:

– Interface java.util.List is connected to interface
java.util.Collection via the Java implements relation, giving rise to the
artifact CollectionList (omitting package prefixes).

– Class java.lang.String is connected to the class
java.lang.Object via the subclass relation, so we have the artifact ObjectString.

– Class Elem is—by the convention—related to itself, so we have the artifact
ElemElem.

With the scheme in Table 1, we identify the following set of products which
is a simple family and yields a hierarchical variability model with three variation
points including one inside the other.

PX1 =
{
ElemElem, CollectionList, NumberDouble, ObjectSystem

}
15



class X1 {
List<Elem> s t a t e = new ArrayList<Elem>() ;

void s e tS t a t e ( List<Elem> arg ) {
this . s t a t e . addAll ( arg ) ;

}

Double compute ( ) { . . . }

void proce s s ( ) {
for (Elem e : s t a t e )

System . out . p r i n t l n ( e ) ;
} }
class X2 {

List<Elem> s t a t e = new ArrayList<Elem>() ;

void s e tS t a t e ( List<Elem> arg ) { . . . } // as be fore

Double compute ( ) { . . . }

St r ing proce s s ( ) {
St r ing r e s = ”” ;
for (Elem e : s t a t e )

r e s = r e s + ” , ” + e . t oS t r i ng ( ) ;
return r e s ;

} }
class Y1 {

Set<Elem> s t a t e = new HashSet<Elem>() ;

void s e tS t a t e ( Set<Elem> arg ) {
this . s t a t e . addAll ( arg ) ;

}

Byte compute ( ) { . . . }

void proce s s ( ) { . . . } // as be fore with same s i g .
}
class Y2 {

Set<Elem> s t a t e = new HashSet<Elem>() ;

void s e tS t a t e ( Set<Elem> arg ) { . . . } // as be fore

Byte compute ( ) { . . . }

St r ing proce s s ( ) { . . . } // as be fore with same s i g .
}
class Z1 {

Set<Elem> s t a t e = new HashSet<Elem>() ;

void s e tS t a t e ( Set<Elem> arg ) { . . . } // as be fore

I n t eg e r compute ( ) { . . . }

void proce s s ( ) { . . . } // as be fore with same s i g .
}
class Z2 {

Set<Elem> s t a t e = new HashSet<Elem>() ;

void s e tS t a t e ( Set<Elem> arg ) { . . . } // as be fore

I n t eg e r compute ( ) { . . . }

St r ing proce s s ( ) { . . . } // as be fore with same s i g .
}

Fig. 4. Example product line consisting of six Java classes.
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{ElemElem}

{CollectionList,
NumberDouble}

{CollectionSet}

{NumberByte} {NumberInteger}

{
ObjectSystem

}{
ObjectString

}

Fig. 5. SHVM for the example family.

PX2 =
{
ElemElem, CollectionList, NumberDouble, ObjectString

}
PY1 =

{
ElemElem, CollectionSet, NumberByte, ObjectSystem

}
PY2 =

{
ElemElem, CollectionSet, NumberByte, ObjectString

}
PZ1 =

{
ElemElem, CollectionSet, NumberInteger, ObjectSystem

}
PZ2 =

{
ElemElem, CollectionSet, NumberInteger, ObjectString

}
4.3 Constructing and interpreting the SHVM

From the set of products obtained in the previous section, constructing an SHVM
is straightforward by the procedure specified in Definition 10. We obtain the
SHVM depicted in Figure 5. The SHVM in this figure is nearly identical to SA2

in Figure 2—differing only in the cardinality of set at the leftmost branch from
the root. Hence, the construction proceeds similarly to that of Example 7. Since
the family is simple, the obtained model is well-formed and, thus, optimal w.r.t.
the separation degree.

The constructed SHVM may be read as a graphical summary of the textual
product line description given in Section 4.1, focusing on Java types. Note, in
particular, that the choice between List and Set is clearly visible as a variation
point, and that, for example, the combination of List and Byte is not allowed
by the SHVM, whereas List and Double is allowed.

5 Related Work

The existing approaches to represent solution space product line variability can
be divided into three directions [22]. First, annotative approaches consider one
model representing all products of a product line. Variant annotations, e.g.,
using UML stereotypes [23, 10], presence conditions [6], or separate variability
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representations, such as orthogonal variability models [17], define which parts
of the model have to be removed to generate the model of a concrete product.
Second, compositional approaches [4, 22, 15, 3] associate product fragments with
product features which are composed for particular feature configurations. Third,
transformational approaches [12, 5] represent variability by rules determining
how a base model has to be changed for a particular product model. All these
approaches consider a representation of artifact variability without any hierarchy.

Our hierarchical variability model generalizes the ideas of the Koala compo-
nent model [21] for the implementation of variant-rich component-based systems.
In Koala, the variability of a component is described by the variability of its
sub-components which can be selected by switches and explicit diversity inter-
faces. Diversity interfaces and switches in Koala can be understood as concrete
language constructs targeted at the implementation level to express variation
points and associated variants. Plastic partial components [16] are an archi-
tectural modeling approach where component variability is defined by extending
partially defined components with variation points and associated variants. How-
ever, variants cannot contain variable components so this modeling approach is
not truly hierarchical. Hierarchical variability modeling for software architec-
tures [11] applies the modeling concepts for solution space variability presented
in this paper to component-based software engineering and provides a concrete
modeling language for variable software architectures that is truly hierarchical.
However, none of these approaches formally defines the semantics of hierarchical
variability models, nor reasons about their well-formedness or uniqueness.

To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first approach for
constructing a hierarchical variability model for solution space variability from
a given product family. So far, there have only been approaches to construct
feature models for representing problem space variability for a given set of prod-
ucts. Czarnecki et al. [8] re-construct a feature model from a set of sample
feature combinations using data mining techniques [1]. Other approaches aim
at constructing feature models from sample mappings between products and
their features using formal concept analysis [9], for instance, to derive logical
dependencies between code variants from pre-processor annotations [20], or to
construct a feature model for function-block based systems after determining
model variants by similarity [18]. Loesch and Ploedereder [13] use formal con-
cept analysis to optimize feature models in case of product line evolution, e.g.,
to remove unused features or to combine features that always occur together.
Niu and Easterbrook [14] apply formal concept analysis to functional and non-
functional product line requirements in order to construct a feature model as
a more abstract representation of the requirements. Also, information retrieval
techniques are applied to obtain a feature model from heterogeneous product
line requirements [2]. Using hierarchical clustering, a tree structure of textually
similar requirements is constructed. Requirement clusters in the leaves are more
similar to each other than requirements clusters closer to the root giving rise to
the structure of a feature model.
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In our work, we abstract from the need to determine the different variants of
the same conceptual entity by assuming fixed artifact names and corresponding
artifact implementations. However, if we relax this assumption, techniques, such
as similarity analysis [18] or formal concept analysis [9] could be applied to infer
the relationship between different variants of the same conceptual entity, and
thus make our approach applicable.

6 Conclusion

We present hierarchical solution space variability models for software product
lines. We give a formal semantics of such models in terms of sets (or families) of
products, where each product is a set of artifact implementations. We introduce
separation degree as a quality measure of hierarchical variability models. Well-
formed variability models are identified as a class of models for which the measure
is maximal (and equal to one) and which are unique for the family they generate;
the class of families generated by such models is the class of simple families. We
present a transformation that constructs, from a simple family, the unique well-
formed model that generates it, and prove uniqueness by showing that family
generation and model construction are inverses of each other for this class of
models.

While maximal separation degree and uniqueness of models with maximal
measure are theoretically appealing, in practice, product families might not be
simple. Still, separation degree is a useful measure for hierarchical variability
models, and, as Examples 5 and 6 suggest, searching for the set of models with
a maximal measure (not necessarily equal to one) for a given family is equally
meaningful.

Future work will focus on the practical evaluation of the proposed method for
variability model mining, considering in particular sets of (legacy code) products
that have not been designed as a family from the outset. Futher effort is planned
on generalizing the model with optional and multiple variant selections and with
requires/excludes constraints between variants, and on adapting accordingly the
model reconstruction transformation. Another generalization will deal with the
more abstract domain of products over implementations only, where the names
are not given in advance but must be inferred. Additionally, the restriction that
all variants associated to a variation point have to provide the same artifact
names will be lifted.
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A Proofs

Proposition 1.

Proof. The if parts of each case are immediate from Def. 3. The only-if parts are
established by structural induction on the formation of F .

(i) Let ai ∈ impls(F), F ′ be the projection of F on names (F) \ {a}, and let
ai ∈

⋂
P∈F P . We consider the three possible ways of forming the simple

family F .

(a) Let F =
{
{bj}

}
. Then ai = bj , and so F =

{
{ai}

}
on 1F .

(b) Let F = F1 on F2 for simple F1 and F2 such that names (F1) ∩
names (F2) = ∅. Assume w.l.o.g. that a ∈ names (F1). Then ai ∈⋂

P∈F1
P and, by the induction hypothesis, F1 =

{
{ai}

}
on F ′1 where

either F ′1 = 1F or else F ′1 is simple. In either case, by associativity of on,
F =

{
{ai}

}
on F ′ for F ′ = F ′1 on F2, and hence F ′ is simple.

(c) The case F = F1 ∪ F2 for simple F1 and F2 such that names (F1) =
names (F2) and impls(F1) ∩ impls(F2) = ∅ is not possible when ai ∈⋂

P∈F P .

(ii) Let {A1, A2} be a non-trivial partitioning of names (F), F1 and F2 be the
projections of F on A1 and A2, respectively, and let A1×A2 ⊆ CF . Again,
we consider three cases.

(a) The case F =
{
{bj}

}
is not possible when {A1, A2} is non-trivial.

(b) Let F = F ′1 on F ′2 for simple F ′1 and F ′2 such that names (F ′1) ∩
names (F ′2) = ∅. Let A′1 = names (F ′1) and A′2 = names (F ′2). If A′1 = A1

then A′2 = A2 and the result follows immediately. Otherwise, let A′1,1
def
=

A′1 ∩ A1, A′1,2
def
= A′1 ∩ A2, A′2,1

def
= A′2 ∩ A1 and A′2,2

def
= A′2 ∩ A2. Then

{A′1,1, A′1,2} and {A′2,1, A′2,2} are non-trivial partitionings of A′1 and A′2,

respectively. Furthermore, A′1,1 × A′1,2 ⊆ CF ′
1

and A′2,1 × A′2,2 ⊆ CF ′
2
.

Then, by the induction hypothesis, F ′1 = F ′1,1 on F ′1,2 and F ′2 = F ′2,1 on
F ′2,2 where, for all i, j ∈ {1, 2}, Fi,j is the projection of Fi on Aj and is
simple. Then F1 = F ′1,1 on F ′2,1 and F2 = F ′1,2 on F ′2,2 are simple, and,
by associativity of on, F = F1 on F2.

(c) The case F = F ′1 ∪ F ′2 for simple F ′1 and F ′2 such that names (F ′1) =
names (F ′2) and impls(F ′1)∩impls(F ′2) = ∅ is not possible when {A1, A2}
is non-trivial and A1 ×A2 ⊆ CF .

(iii) Let {F1,F2} be a non-trivial partitioning of F , and let F1 × F2 ⊆ NF .
Again, we consider three cases.

(a) The case F =
{
{bj}

}
is not possible when {F1,F2} is non-trivial.

(b) The case F = F ′1 on F ′2 for simple F ′1 and F ′2 such that names (F ′1) ∩
names (F ′2) = ∅ is also not possible when {F1,F2} is non-trivial and
F1 ×F2 ⊆ NF .

(c) Let F = F ′1∪F ′2 for simple F ′1 and F ′2 such that names (F ′1) = names (F ′2)
and impls(F ′1)∩ impls(F ′2) = ∅. If F ′1 = F1 then F ′2 = F2 and the result

follows immediately. Otherwise, let F ′1,1
def
= F ′1 ∩ F1, F ′1,2

def
= F ′1 ∩ F2,
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F ′2,1
def
= F ′2∩F1 and F ′2,2

def
= F ′2∩F2. Then {F ′1,1,F ′1,2} and {F ′2,1,F ′2,2}

are non-trivial partitionings of F ′1 and F ′2, respectively. Furthermore,
F ′1,1 × F ′1,2 ⊆ NF ′

1
and F ′2,1 × F ′2,2 ⊆ NF ′

2
. Then, by the induction hy-

pothesis, F ′1,1, F ′1,2, F ′2,1 and F ′2,2 are all simple, and hence so are also

F1 = F ′1,1∪F ′2,1 and F2 = F ′1,2∪F ′2,2. Furthermore, since F1×F2 ⊆ NF
implies impls(F1) ∩ impls(F2) = ∅, rule (F3) applies.

Proposition 2.

Proof. We show sd ′(S) = |impls(S)| by structural induction. First, let S be a
ground model with common set MC . We have:

sd ′(MC)

= |MC | {Def. 6}
= |impls(MC)| {Def. 5}

Next, let S be a variability model (MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn}) with variation points
VP i = {Si,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}. As the induction hypothesis, assume the result holds
for all Si,j . We have:

sd ′((MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn}))
= |MC |+Σ1≤i≤nΣ1≤j≤kisd ′(Si,j) {Def. 6}
= |MC |+Σ1≤i≤nΣ1≤j≤ki |impls(Si,j)| {Ind. hyp.}
= |MC ∪

⋃
1≤i≤n

⋃
1≤j≤ki

impls(Si,j)| {Def. 7}
= |impls((Mc, {VP1, . . . ,VPn}))| {Def. 5}

This concludes the proof.

Proposition 3.

Proof. By structural induction. First, let S be a well-formed ground model with
common artifact implementations MC . In that case family(MC) has a single
product MC that implements artifact names at most once. Then MC can be
represented as a product union over its artifact implementations taken as single-
product families, and is hence simple.

Next, let S be a well-formed variability model (MC , {VP1, . . . , VPn}) with
variation points VP i = {Si,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}. As the induction hypothesis, assume
the result holds for all Si,j . Since S is well-formed, so are all Si,j by Definition 7,
and hence, by the induction hypothesis, all Si,j are simple. For every variation
point VP i we have

family(VP i) =
⋃

1≤j≤ki
family(Si,j)

by Definition 8. Further, by well-formedness constraint (S3) of Definition 7,
we have that names (Si,j1) = names (Si,j2) for all i, j1, j2, and impls(Si,j1) ∩
impls(Si,j2) = ∅ whenever j1 6= j2. Hence, by formation rule (F3) of Definition 3,
all family(VP i) are simple. Furthermore, we have

family(S) = {MC} on
∏

1≤i≤n family(VP i)
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by Definition 8. Further, by well-formedness constraint (S2) of Definition 7,
we have that names (MC) ∩ names (VP i) = ∅ for all i, and names (VP i1) ∩
names (VP i2) = ∅ whenever i1 6= i2. Now, MC is simple due to well-formedness
constraint (S1) of Definition 7 (see base case), and since all family(VP i) are
simple, by formation rule (F2) of Definition 3, family(S) is also simple.

Proposition 4.

Proof. For every i, by Proposition 1, Fi is simple. Furthermore, by condition (C2),
all names of Fi are correlated, and hence, by Proposition 1, Fi is not formed
by rule (F2). Since F is non-core, Fi is also non-core and is therefore formed
by (F3). Hence, again by Proposition 1, there are at least two equivalence classes
of impls(Fi) w.r.t. implementation sharing N∗Fi

, and thus ki ≥ 2.

That all Fi,j are simple is guaranteed by the three properties of simple fam-
ilies stated in Proposition 1, that match the three conditions in Definition 9.

That all Fi,j are strictly smaller is enforced through the formation rules for
simple families from Definition 3: rule (F1) requires the existence of a shared
artifact implementation, rule (F2) requires at least two equivalence classes on
names, and rule (F3) requires at least two equivalence classes on implementa-
tions, and thus the decomposition into canonical form is never trivial.

Proposition 5.

Proof. By induction on the size of F . First, let F be a core {P}. Then, by
Definition 10, shvm(F) = P , which is a well-formed variability model.

Next, let F be a non-core family decomposed into canonical form. As the
induction hypothesis, assume the result holds for all families smaller than F .
We have:

shvm({P} on
∏

1≤i≤n
⋃

1≤j≤ki
Fi,j)

= (P, {VP1, . . . ,VPn}) {Def. 10}
whereVP i = {shvm(Fi,j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}

By Proposition 4, all Fi,j are simple and strictly smaller than F , and hence,
by the induction hypothesis, all shvm(Fi,j) are well-formed variability models.
Now, since F is in canonical form, conditions (C1) to (C3) hold, ensuring the
well-formedness constraints (S1) to (S3), respectively, and hence also shvm(F)
is a well-formed variability model.

Lemma 1.

Proof. By induction on the size of F . First, let F be a core {P}. We have:

family(shvm({P}))
= family(P ) {Def. 10}
= {P} {Def. 8}
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Next, let F be a non-core family decomposed into canonical form presented
as above. As the induction hypothesis, assume the result holds for all families
smaller that F , and thus, by Proposition 4, for all Fi,j . We have:

family(shvm({P} on
∏

1≤i≤n
⋃

1≤j≤ki
Fi,j))

= family((P, {VP1, . . . ,VPn}))) {Def. 10}
where VP i = {shvm(Fi,j) | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}

= {P} on
∏

1≤i≤n
⋃

1≤j≤ki
family(shvm(Fi,j)) {Def. 8}

= {P} on
∏

1≤i≤n
⋃

1≤j≤ki
Fi,j {Ind. hyp.}

This concludes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 2.

Proof. By structural induction. First, let S be a ground model with common
set MC . We have:

shvm(family(MC))

= shvm({MC}) {Def. 8}
= MC {Def. 10}

Next, let S be a variability model (MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn}) with variation points
VP i = {Si,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}. As the induction hypothesis, assume the result holds
for all Si,j . We have:

shvm(family((MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn})))
= shvm({MC} on

∏
1≤i≤n

⋃
1≤j≤ki

family(Si,j)) {Def. 8}
= (MC , {VP ′1, . . . ,VP ′n}) {Def. 10}

where VP ′i = {shvm(family(Si,j)) | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}
= (MC , {VP ′1, . . . ,VP ′n}) {Ind. hyp.}

where VP ′i = {Si,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ ki}
= (MC , {VP1, . . . ,VPn}) {Def. S}

To justify the second step above we need to show that

{MC} on
∏

1≤i≤n
⋃

1≤j≤ki
family(Si,j)

is in canonical form. This is established as follows, using that S is simple. First,
the restriction that variation points have at least two variants and the con-
straint (S3) guarantee that just the artifact implementations in MC and no
other artifact implementations are shared by all products of S, and thus condi-
tion (C1) is satisfied.

Next, constraint (S2) guarantees that artifact names implemented by dif-
ferent variation points are orthogonal. On the other hand, the restriction that
variation points have at least two variants and the constraint (S3) guarantee that
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artifact names implemented by the same variation point must be correlated, and
thus condition (C2) is satisfied.

And finally, constraint (S3) guarantees that variants do not share any artifact
implementation. On the other hand, the restriction that guarantees that any
two products of the same variant share an artifact implementation, and thus
condition (C3) is satisfied. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
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